The modified approach to conventional Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) described in this paper represents an essential departure from the conventional techniques of structural analysis. It has four main distinguishing features: 1) it introduces a new simulation algorithm based on the biology; 2) it performs relatively simple arithmetic as massively parallel, during analysis of a structure; 3) it shows that it is possible to use the application of the modified approach to conventional ANN to solve problems of any complexity in the field of structural analysis; 4) the Neural Topologies for Structural Analysis (NTSA) system are recurrent networks and its outputs are connected to its inputs [1] and [2]. In NTSA system the DNA of the neuron mother and daughters would be defined by: 1) the same entry, from the corresponding neuron in the previous layer; 2) the same trend vector; 3) the same transfer function (purelin). The mother's neuron and her daughter's neuron differ only in the connection weight and its output signal.
Introduction
The ADALINE network is a fairly well known ANN and is very similar to the perceptron except that its transfer function is linear. Since its invention by Bernard Widrow and his graduate student Marcian Hoff in 1960, we have considered a lineal ANN of several layers with simple processors also called "neuron", "node", and "processing elements". Each layer has its own weight matrix W, its own bias vector b (the bias is much like a weight except that it has a constant input of 1), a net input vector n and a output vector a ( ) ( ) purelin p = + a w b . Note that the scalar input p is multiplied by the scalar weight w to form wp. A NTSA is an information processing system which operates on inputs to extract information, and produces outputs corresponding to the extracted information. NTSA means that the "distribution factors" in the nodes of the structures are the components of the input vector to the first layer. After a complete presentation of the training data, a new set of weights and biases are obtained, and new outputs are again evaluated in a feed-forward manner until a specific tolerance for error is obtained. Unsupervised training uses unlabeled training data and requires no external teaching.
A NTSA model is composed of simple processors, each having a local memory. Processing elements are connected by unidirectional links that carry discriminating data; the linear feed-forward net has been found to be a suitable one for training techniques. Outputs of neurons in one layer are transferred to their corresponding neuron in another layer through a link that amplifies or inhibits such outputs through weighting factors [3] .
This paper evaluates a neural network approach on frame analysis using an unsupervised algorithm. The results are obtained programming the entire formulation of the algorithm using MATLAB. The aim of the study is to estimate the rotational end moment.
The modified neuronal structural analysis requires the addition of a set of new concepts but simple addition of traditional, also called classic. All of them eventually make themselves the nature of a new approach, whose theoretical and conceptual frameworks then present them in a concise form, but as clear as possible, so that it is accessible to all and everyone disposing of the basic conceptual tools tries to address that this new theoretical method is practical.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is able to perform relatively simple arithmetic as massively parallel, during analysis of a structure. To this end, an urgent need is to define the terms: matrices and vectors weights trends, using the parameters derived from the physical and mechanical members.
We do not intend here to discuss the basic principles of analysis of statically indeterminate structures, nor the plausibility of traditional approaches. We simply want to show that it is possible to use the application of the modified approach or conventional artificial neural networks to solve problems of any complexity in the field of structural analysis.
Electronic neural networks generally exist as computer simulations. And that they are typically designed as very large. The ability to simulate is limited by the speed and storage capacity of digital computers available. Some researchers have developed hardware in order to increase processing speed, but conditions are not given to facilitate this event parallel [4] . However, there are two key similarities between biological and artificial neural networks. Firstly, the building blocks of the two kinds of networks are simple computational devices, although artificial neurons are much simpler, so that biological neurons are highly interconnected. Secondly, the connection among the processing elements determines the function of the network. The main objective of this paper is to determine the application of the modified approach or conventional ANN to solve problems of any complexity in the field of structural analysis. The work elaborated the building of the NTSA models as well as its features with the appropriate connections to solve particular problems [1] .
Notation and Terminology
In this work, figures, mathematical equations and text discussing both figures and mathematical equations will use the following notation.
Basic Concepts
Scalars: Small italic letters a, b, c Vectors: Small bold nonitalic letters a, b, c Matrices: Capital bold nonitalic letters A, B, C
A. Structures
We append the number of the layer as a superscript to the rotational moments. Thus, the rotational for the first layer and node four on the right end of the beam is written as 1 
vd M
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General Architecture NTSA
A NTSA is an information processing system which operates on inputs to extract information, and produces outputs corresponding to the extracted information. NTSA model is composed of simple processors, each having a local memory. Processing elements are connected by unidirectional links that carry discriminating data the linear feed-forward net has been found to be a suitable one for training techniques. Outputs of neurons in one layer are transferred to their corresponding neuron in another layer through a link that amplifies or inhibits such outputs through weighting factors. Except for the processing elements of the input layer, the input of each neuron is the sum of the weighted outputs of the node in the prior layer and a bias. Each neuron is activated according to its input, transfer function, and threshold value [5] .
There exist a variety of ANN models and learning procedures. Feed-forward networks are well known approaches for prediction and database processing applications. In this type (NTSA), the weighted and biases links feed activation functions from the input layer to the output layer in forward direction. Figure 3 shows the general feed-forward multilayer networks model, including two hidden layers. The "distribution factors" beams [6] , of the input layer constitutes the neurons inputs in layer (L 1 ), representing a set of variables. 1 Figure 2 . The scalar input p is multiplied by the scalar weight w to form wp, one of the terms that are sent to the summer. The neuron has a bias b, which is summed with the weighted input to form the net input n, goes into transfer function f (linear function), which produces the scalar neuron output a.
If we related this simple model of the neuron with biological neuron, then the weight w corresponds to the strength of a synapse, the neuron body is represented by the summation and the transfer function, and the neuron output a represents the signal on the axon [5] .
( )
The inputs and outputs for the th i neuron are:
where f i constitutes an activation function linear, its behavior is that of a threshold function, in which the output of the neuron is generated if a threshold level, is reached. The net input and output o the j th neuron are similarity treated as in (1) and (2). Typically, the "activation function" (purelin) is chosen by the designer and then the parameters w and b will be adjusted by some learning algorithm so that the neuron input/output relationship meets some specific goal.
Multiple Layers of Neuron
Generally, one neuron with many inputs may not be sufficient. We might need three, four or seven, operating in parallel, in what we will call a layer. Yet, can be considered a network with several layers. Each layer has its own weight matrix W , its own bias vector b , a net vector n and an output vector a .
The first layer has S S S = = = and so on, so that the output of a neuron of the first layer is the input to the corresponding neuron in the second layer and so on, that is, the output of the th L layer or output layer is L a vector:
A layer whose output is the network output is called an output layer. The others layers are called "hidden layers". The network of Figure 3 has an output (layer 4) and three hidden layers (layers 1, 2, and 3).
Recurrent Networks
The NTSA system is a recurrent network with feedback; some of its outputs are connected to the inputs subsequent network, put it in some way. This is quite different from the networks models that we have studied thus far, which were strictly feed-forward with no backward connection. The NTSA is of the forward-backward class by the system architecture.
Artificial Neural Mitosis (ANM)
In general, natural biological organisms are much more complicated than the automatic devices. However, some peculiarities that we observe in the organization of the first and the way they perform certain operations or behavior can serve as a reference to the inspiration of an approach required to solve a family of common problems in real life. The set of experiences and difficulties we face when we operate certain automatic devices can be the source of the interpretations of the physiological systems, mainly human and some vertebrate in particular.
The man has been inspired by the central nervous system of humans, which is actually the most difficult of all; which it has been the source of a biological inspiration that led to the creation of some automatic devices such as artificial neural networks. Such devices sometimes have certain limitations in its design and operation, when it comes to solve a certain class of problems. Consequently, we could ensure that such systems are still evolving. This means that the system is open to change, or equivalently; network models support new paradigms; without this, it's essential, such as learning and massive parallelism goals are violated.
The central nervous system of humans is of unlimited complexity. For their study, it is taken to biological neurons as independent units. Thus, it is isolated as the first stage of the problem; the structure and workings of such individual elemental processing units. The second part of the problem aims to understand how neurons are organized into a whole; and how that operation of all expressed, starting logically based on these individual elements of information processing.
Neuron is considered as automatic physiological devices as a "black box", which react to the presence of certain stimuli and issues a response as independent functional units. They have clearly defined characteristics, i.e., neurons that receive signals can be of two types excitatory or inhibitory. To stimulate a neuron is necessary that this receive excitatory stimuli. After a certain time, the neuron will issue "one and only one" output pulse (signal).
What would you do if a neuron of the output layer of a network, like a node of a structure, had to pass over a different signal to other neurons or to the outside world? Another question, why, if the artificial neuron is a real operation of a biological neuron very large simplification, cannot inspire and create an artificial neuron that go further; and generate neurons daughters with the same DNA? The DNA of the neuron mother and daughters would be defined by: 1) the same entry, from the corresponding neuron in the previous layer; 2) the same trend vector; 3) the same transfer function. The mother and her daughter's neuron differ only in the connection weight and its output signal.
In this evolutionary scenario, it is another question. Is it possible to think of a neuronal structure and function, to incorporate the concept of neuronal multiplication? Yes, it's a positive response. Then, the artificial neural mitosis could be a feature attributable to the artificial neurons, though, does not share this property essentially biological equivalent.
There are a variety of kinds of designs and learning techniques that are enriched with its own peculiarities, which can generate or manufacture under its own power users and meeting their own needs. Let us not forget that the field of neural networks is in the throes of evolution and growth; and therefore, for their development, much remains to be done.
The synthesis of biological neurons is important and difficult because it is born the human brain. In it, we were inspired to produce electronic devices or artificial neural networks, which are the synthesis of artificial neurons. Artificial neural networks are characterized by their autonomy and logic flexibility. Running, at least part of the functions of the central nervous system [3] . Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (b) illustrate about the kinds of biological cells, which serve as inspiration to neurostructural analysis. The first is a biological neuron. The second is a cell of the class that forms the intestinal epithelium and the epidermis. The latter cells are able to multiply, to generate through a stem cell mitosis two or more identical to the mother daughters cells genetically. In other words, mitosis is a process of equitable sharing of genetic material, DNA [7] .
Figures 6(c)-(e)
show different versions of what could be the "mitosis of an artificial neuron" nodes in different frame structure. It can be seen at the bottom of the typical node scheme, a multilevel cross linked structure. Each node needs to transmit, two, three, four signals. Only after acceptance of the phenomenon of artificial neural mitosis, which replaces the neuron could meet the demand of the number of required signals.
If we accept the above approach, then we have met the expectations of the first part of the expansion of the framework of our theory, where the DNA of the neuron mother and her daughter's neurons is: DNA = Common entrance, from the corresponding neuron of the previous layer, as trend vector, same linear transfer function.
If a neuron of the output layer of a network, like a node of a structure had to transmit over a different signal to the external world. We say that is not possible, because, you're right is currently denied. However, in another scenario, as it, the available cells of the epidermis and corresponding to the intestinal epithelium, it would appear, through a biologically inspired by modifying the structure and neuronal functioning, so that the attribute Property neuronal multiplication (mitosis neuronal) is assigned to the artificial neuron. This would be debatable, https://www.studyblue.com/notes/note/n/biological-foundations-neuron-communication-/deck/1025438 [8] but viable. Let's concede now, this transcendental to artificial neuron, as a result of biological inspiration derived from some special cells, such as the class of the above named property. Consequently, the Artificial Neural Mitosis (MNA), will become a feature attributable to the artificial neurons, though, this essentially not share with their biological equivalent.
General Architecture of Proposed Network
To bring about the first artificial neural network, a neuron is placed on each node of the network structure proposal. Thus, we have a one to one correspondence between nodes and gantry neurons of the various layers of the neural network thus formed [8] . To generate further models neural networks, neuro-structural model primitive neuro be divided into sub-models derived (sub-domains). This is achieved by eliminating successively, the last model obtained, and the layer of the right to illustrate the statement above with Figure 7 .
The process of building the sub-neural network models starts with the artificial mitosis, the last layer in the first model (original model). The remaining sub-models of neuro-structural derivatives, network obtained after removal of the respective output layer network model precedent, then, produce mitosis of the output layer of the new sub-model.
All neuro-network models thus obtained operate in a massively parallel and have as output vector, the ends rotational moments associated with the nodes of the output layer. The calculation process is iterative and each network will be implemented through successive approximations; and the same, will be controlled by the learning algorithm. Thus, we can know the outputs of the hidden layers of the original multi-cross-linked network. It is important to note that each network model will shed their own results. Values are retained as data, to operate the following neuro-network model. Finally, the matrix of the results of total rotational moments at the ends of all members of the structure is obtained.
All neuro-derived models have the same input vector. 
Division of Neuronal Structure Substructures-Mitosis 1
The "artificial neural network model primitive" or "original model" constitutes the basic network for the development of neural approach "structural analysis with artificial mitosis". This network represents the inspiring model, from which we will aim to get a set of "sub-derived models of neural networks". See the original structural model of Figure 7 .
If you look closely, the output layer plane gantry N levels and L layers of Figure 7 , we realize that the layer required on each node, as many outlets as members concur in it. Figure 8 shows an overview of artificial neural network model derived mitosis 1, which has the same architecture ANN primitive, but differs from this only in the number of neurons in the output layer. Mitotic neurons are locally attached Model 1, with unidirectional connections except the output layer. The model is a back-forward whose learning algorithm is self-supervised; and therefore will not require a supervisor, and that by itself, it will run internal monitoring to monitor network performance, with a linear transfer function (purelin). This algorithm is also used by the other models derived, with operating in series. It has been proven that the network model is an effective and autonomous system that enables processing of the structural physical parameters, entering the network from an input vector whose components are the distribution factors, which belong to the beams of the first layer. These factors are clearly part of certain characteristics of the original structure [9] [10] .
The outputs of the hidden layer neurons any, are transferred to corresponding processing elements of the back 
Sub-Models Derived by Sectioning
For rotational moments at the ends of the members who attend nodes in the hidden layers, the neuro-structural model primitive neuro be divided into sub-models derived (sub-domains). This is achieved by removing successively each time the original model, a layer neuron from right to left. This process begins immediately after, the mitosis 1 generated by the first sub-model derived. The (L − 1) sub-models of neuro-derived remaining structural network are obtained after each respective switching and mitosis of the output layer of the new sub-model
Sectioning to Mitosis 2
For rotational moments at the ends of the members of the hidden layers of a structure, primitive neuro-structural model must be divided into sub-models derived neuro (sub-domains). This is achieved by removing successively each time the original model, a layer neuron from right to left. The key partitioning process of primitive neurostructural model sequentially, to give rise to sub domains or neuro-substructures, lies in the fact that the nodes of the new output layer are predominantly high connectivity; and the same, are assigned to processors distributed memory which leads to an iterative application of massively parallel processing, with the support of the neural mitosis [11] . This process is solved the problem of determination sub-end rotational moments of hidden layers of the structure.
Neuronal Architecture Mitosis Model
The model derived mitosis 2 is a network fed forward (back-forward) whose learning algorithm is self-supervised; and therefore did not require a supervisor, and that by itself, it will run internal monitoring to monitor network performance, with a linear transfer function. The outputs of the neurons of a layer are transferred to the next layer corresponding through local connections excite or inhibit such exits through weighting factors. Except for the processing elements of the input layer neurons and output layer.
The input of each neuron is the sum of the weighted outputs of the neurons in the previous layer plus the corresponding trend. Each neuron or processing element is activated in accordance with the input into the neuron activation function and knot trend value or threshold of the neuron. In Figure 9 the mitosis neuronal model 2, which is composed of L − 1 layers shown, namely, having a layer unless the original model and the ANN mito- For rotational moments at the ends of the members attending the nodes of the Q-th hidden layer of the structure, primitive neuro-structural model will be severing all layers to the right of the Q-th layer sequentially one to one. Figure 10 an overview, the artificial neural network model built with simple processing elements shown, which have a local memory. Neurons are connected with unidirectional connections, except the output layer. The model is a self-supervised back forward network, the algorithm is similar to the other models that operates in series and therefore will not require a supervisor and that by it will run internal monitoring, to monitor the performance network, with a linear transfer function.
Neuronal Architecture Model Q-th Artificial Mitosis
Then in
Between layers of input e L and output Q s L , are (Q − 1) hidden layers, which generally own N neurons. Each layer has its own matrix of weights W, its own trend vector b, a vector of net input n and a vector output a.
Sectioning of the L-th Artificial Mitosis
To bring the last sub-model derived corresponding to the L-th neural mitosis to run the L-th isolation of primitive neural model accompanied the final process of neural mitosis. Precisely, this sub-model is the only one with a different input vector with R = (3N − 1) components. 
Layer Neural Architecture Model: L-th Artificial Mitosis
It has been found that the L-th network model derivative, L-th mitosis is an effective and independent system, which enables processing of the structural physical parameters, entering the network from an input vector whose components distribution are factors that belong to the beams and columns that meet in the first layer of the structure. These factors are clearly part of the original structure certain physical characteristics.
In Figure 11 the neural model of a layer, is composed of neurons 
Sequence of Neuro-Structural Models
The sequential division of neuro-structural primitive, together model with artificial neural mitosis is a mechanism by which a system of hybrid neural sub-models, capable of giving rise to a registration process, input, processing, and storage is generated and output information from internal and external means of a flat lattice structure of several levels. Figure 12 is shown in simplified form.
The first sub-model derived neuronal differs from sub-neuro-structural model primitive, just in the number of neurons in the output layer. From this differentiation, each model differs from the previous derivative in chronological order; and having a layer of neurons unless this; and possibly the number of neuron of the output layer.
All neural models like its primitive have the same input vector. An exception, the model derived from a layer, which has an input vector with a number of components equal to the number of neurons of a layer model.
System Networks
The neuro-structural analysis is a new alternative, which is based on two strategies: the division of the porch in Figure 12 . Neural system sub-models series.
sub-structures or sub-domains and artificial mitosis of the output layer, the primitive model.
The first sub-model derived is called NTSA-I (artificial mitosis 1) shown in Figure 7 . NTSA-I calculated rotational moments at the ends of the members which contribute to the final layer of nodes of the output layer structure or network. The sub-model-II ANN (artificial mitosis 2) calculates the rotational moment at the ends, which contribute to the nodes of the penultimate layer, or output layer of the network; and so on, until the submodel simulation of NTSA-L (sub-neural network model of a single layer), which calculates the rotational moments at the ends of the members who attend at the nodes of the first layer original structure A macro program called mitosis generates artificial series of calls to all derivatives sub-models; and then the resulting NTSA-I sub-model calls the NTSA-II and so on, until the call of the NTSA-L, to complete the implementation of the series.
The Procedure
The procedure of the NTSA system depends on the solution of three problems for the determination of member constants on fixed end moments, the stiffness at each end of member, and of the over-carry factor distribution factors ik µ for the rotational end moments and distribution factors ik ϑ for the lateral displacement moments at each end for each member of the frame under consideration. The determination of these values is not a part of the presented approach. The NTSA model has four layer, three inputs and five output values. The 'function network' of the Toolbox of the Matlab creates the net, which generates the first layer weights matrices and biases vectors for the four linear layers required for this problem. These weights and biases can now be trained incrementally using the algorithm. The network must be trained in order to obtain first layer weights and biases. For the second, third and fourth layers, the weights and biases are modified in response to network's inputs and will lead to the correct output vector. There are not target outputs available. The linear network was able to adapt very quickly to the change in the outputs. The fact that it takes only seven iterations for the network to learn the input pattern is quite an impressive accomplishment [1] [2] .
The scheme for entering the calculations systematically is shown in Figure 13 . The procedure explained above, is best illustrated by solving the structure in Figure 13 , which is loaded in a rather complex fashion. The distribution factors for nodes 1, 2, and 3 constitute the net's input vector.
The fixed end moments for the different loaded members are calculated by using the standard formula available in any structural handbook. Having completed these preliminary calculations, the training can be initiated. The network was set up with the three parameters (distribution factors of the beam) as the input, and the rota- tional end moments due to rotation as the outputs determined by the first layer [3] .
The calculation starts in the input layer and continues from one layer to the next. Such calculation is carried out quickly. After 6 or 7 iterations have been performed, as explained earlier, it will be noted that there is little or no change in the values of two consecutive sets of calculations. The calculations are now stopped and the values of the last iteration are taken as the correct ones, with the previous values being ignored. For the sake of clarity, these final values have been indicated separately [9] .
The architecture of the ANN will be designed with the "Network Toolbox function of the Artificial Neural Networks" and simulations will be performed using the "Sim tool", both belonging to the Matlab environment. This algorithm, through multiple interactions with the application of the method of the successive approximations, achieves the learning object models "artificial mitosis" [11] .
The first ANN model derived or "artificial mitosis 1", allows us to obtain the rotational moments at all ends of the members who concur in the nodes of the fourth layer and output layer, see Figure 15 . The second network model "artificial mitosis 2" gives as results the rotational moments at all ends of the bars that come together in the nodes of the output layer (third layer). The third neural network model of the application is the "artificial mitosis 3", which calculates the rotational moments at the ends of rods in either concurrent nodes of the second layer counted from left to right these.
Finally, the fourth model derived or "artificial mitosis 4" consists of a single layer of neurons. This network allows us to calculate the rotational moments, partners at all ends of the members (beams and columns) that access to the nodes of the first layer, the artificial neural network model primitive (Ben Mark) [9] .
The primitive neural network model consists of four layers of neurons, three hidden layers including the input layer and the output layer. We adopt the type of diagram shown in Figure 14 , which allows us to write the successive values at the ends of each member. And also it facilitates the systematic income calculations. Show of the numerical calculations will to be performed later, including distribution factors and moments of perfect embedding at the ends of the members.
The model of multi-gantry plane lattice structure will be used as a source of direct inspiration for the design of primitive neural network model. The analogy between models allows the following procedure: Repeat, i.e. double the structural network model, putting in place of each node of a neuron structural model. During the transformation of the structural model in neural model, columns connections between nodes are removed. Thus, the two models differ in the connectivity leading columns. But we should not worry about this, because, associated with each of the layers of primitive neural model and all possible models derived from it, the vectors trends of each layer, taking into account actions that produce connections columns that disappear in the primitive model and its derivatives. In this way, the equivalence between models remains.
The primitive neural network model is shown in Figure 15 , this network is back forward. The network consists of simple processing elements, each of which has a local memory. These neurons are connected by unidirectional connections that transfer data from one neuron to the next corresponding layer. The model is a network whose self-supervised algorithm does not require a supervisor, and that by itself, it will run internal monitoring to monitor network performance, using a linear transfer function (purelin). The input vector components are factors corresponding to the beam ends that meet in the input layer to the distribution network [12] .
Here are the original network model inspired by the structural model, keeping one correspondence between nodes in the structural model and the model of primitive neurons network.
Primitive Neural Network
The model consists of four layers of neurons. Each layer has its own matrix of weights W, its own trend vector b, a vector of net inflow n and a vector output a. Following established notation the first, second, third and fourth layer respectively as will matrices
Artificial neural networks are intelligent tools which are extremely useful in situations, for which the rules are not clear enough or are difficult to establish artificial neural networks are robust and fault tolerant. You can calculate a function without a mathematical description of how the output function is operatively associated with the input. She learns to approximate functions even when its form cannot be specified accurately.
Artificial Mitosis 1 Model
It is an artificial neural network with four layers. The first three layers of "mitosis Model 1" are similar to the original model. The input layer is 1 3 S = neurons. Each neuron is connected locally to its corresponding vector component ƿ input components 3 R = . The input vector components are key values, called "distribution factors" [2] . The matrix of the weights of the second layer (hidden) W 2 is a diagonal matrix and its elements are the distribution factors of the left ends of the beams are located between the second and third layer of nodes. While the trend vector b 2 of the second layer has as fastening components moments belonging to each node of the layer, the moments due to horizontal displacement of the ends of columns and the rotational moments of the opposite ends of the beams and columns which contribute to the knot or processing unit [1] .
The second layer is 1 3 S = neurons. Each neuron is connected locally to the unit of processing of the previous layer. The outputs of the layers one and two are the inputs to the layers two and three. Thus, layer two can be seen as a network of a layer with
neurons and an array of weights W 2 diagonal 1 3 S S × . The input to the layer two is the vector a 1 , and a 2 is output vector [10] . The matrix of the weights of the third layer (hidden) W^3 is a diagonal matrix whose elements are also the (non-adjustable) "distribution factors" left ends of the beams are between the third and fourth layer of neurons. While the bias vector associated b 3 third layer has components similar to the other bias nature. This layer has S 
Artificial Mitosis 2 Model
It is a neural network model composed of three layers of neurons. The first two layers of Mitosis model 2 are It has components distribution factors of the rotational moments of the members present in the first layer. This model has many components as vector has the layer neurons.
Results
The results of the simulation are presented in Figure 24 .
The results matrix "all" showed above presents the values of the rotational moments at the ends of the various members who access the different layers of flat porch under discussion. The system of neuronal sub-types: mitosis1, mitosis 2, mitosis 3 and mitosis 4 result in a serial process that ends with the mitosis4, during which he lead to the recording, input, processing, storage and output of information from the media internal and external to the portal frame cross-linked multilevel flat. The neuro-structural analysis relies on two strategies: the neural mitosis and sectioning of the portal frame composed of layers.
Finally, a program called mitosis macro generates a series of sequential calls to the respective sub-models derivatives mitosis 3 mitosis 1…mitosis 4 mitosis 2; and thus, the execution of the series is completed. Figure 25 shows the final results of total extreme rotational moments of the portal frame members.
Verification of Results
Refer to example. One way of checking for the validity of our findings is to arbitrarily cut a node and apply the static equilibrium conditions, for node i, as in the Accompanying illustration, Figure 22 . In all, the end moment can be written as follow: 2 and 2
where, the rotational moment (output network) or total end moment and K C is Kani's result. The mean value was performed e comparison is shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . From looking at the table, one may conclude that the presented model gives a better agreement with Kani's Method. A group of 15 nodes was used for verification. Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the nodes of the structure under study, and also the members who access the aforementioned nodes. In these figures we present the comparison of some of the results: rotational moments at the extremes of members obtained with the application of G. Kani Method (distribution moments: these are the values shown in parentheses), and the results of the rotational moments calculated at the ends on the bars of the structure through the analysis executed by NTSA (whose values are outside the parentheses) that can improve the accuracy and speed of the results (Ben Mark) [9] . 
Conclusions
1) There is a knack for designing primitive network inspired in a simple lattice model of the proposed structure, since this automatically suggests the neural network topology, connectivity type and even the number of hidden layers and the number of constituent neurons.
2) The design of the various models of artificial neural networks is highly didactic, and from the primitive model the topology design of each NTSA is obtained, including the number of hidden layers, number of neurons per layer, and the way that these are connected.
3) In general, the algorithm is self-supervised learning NTSA common to all models. They differ in the judgments that define the individual architecture.
4) The NTSA models are connected in series allowing interaction between artificial neural network architecture with different connectivity (feed-forward-backward).
5) All NTSA models are linear, which significantly reduces the complexity calculations. 6) In conventional neural networks results hidden layers are not known; through the NSTA system we can know the values or results of the hidden layers of the network. 7) NTSA system introduces a new algorithm based on biology.
